


INDEPENDENT RESEARCHINTERACTIVE ANALYSIS



In 2022, the price of digital assets dropped significantly
2 options: (a) HODL and hope for the best or (b) exit your investment
The problem: shortage of mature financial products for institutional investors and miners
Derivatives are financial instruments that provide insurance against adverse price moves

ENVIRONMENT & OPPORTUNITY
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ONE SOLUTION: ON-CHAIN DERIVATIVES

Academic paper introducing a design for on-
chain derivatives with no counterparty risk or
jump risk

Smart contracts provide efficient custody of
digital assets and fast settlement of payouts

Adapting financial engineering techniques to
the new medium, removing components that
are problematic (e.g. margining)

Mathematical guarantees ensure there 
is a fair payout under every state of the 
world
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FINANCIAL ENGINEERING

In contrast to conventional markets, a counterpartyʼs identity will not be known. This
prevents the assessment of that counterpartyʼs risk of default

Derivatives that rely on margining are problematic, as a counterparty may fail to meet a
margin call and walk away with no liabilities, leaving the other party with a shortfall

We solve this problem through full collaterisation. By requiring the optionʼs notional to
be escrowed, there is no need to rely on margining systems

Parties can transact pseudonymously and trade out of their positions without fear

Eliminating Counterparty Risk
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FINANCIAL ENGINEERING

Full collaterisation solves another challenge associated with volatile assets: if the price
of a digital asset jumps (or falls) rapidly, a party will be closed out of their trade 

Our design ensures that (1) if an ETF is approved and the price moons; or (2) a
regulatory announcement is made and the price drops to 0, there will never be a
shortfall of payouts

Eliminating Jump Risk



TECHNICAL DESIGN

The buyer and seller each make only one
transaction
Payouts are automatically distributed on
expiry – no need to monitor

We have made the process of creating new
derivatives simple and intuitive

No need to deploy new code on-chain
The collateral is segregated in child
contracts to reduce the risk systemic risk

We have used contract factory model to create
child contracts Our derivatives rely on physical delivery

and can escrow a variety of digital assets
There is no need to hold fiat at any stage

Commitment: no ICO or proprietary tokens 

The price fed can be in any fiat currency (or
even another digital currency)
An arbitration mechanism can be put in
place to resolve disputes (e.g. Augur model)

An oracle mutually agreed by the parties will
feed the price on expiry



CURRENT PLAYERS

Mints tradable European Option tokens representing users position.
Implements settlement logic for Option Tokens.
Doesnʼt implement market for options.

Structured products offering - DeFi Options Vaults (DO Relies on other
option minting protocols (Opyn)).
Pools users tokens and mints and sells option tokens.
Auctions for tokens held very infrequently (once a week)
High management fees (12.5% on Ribbon).

Uses AMM to create a European Options market.
Users pool tokens to provide liquidity
AMM Algorithmically determined Implied Volatility.
No constant and decentralised source for IV initialisation of new
expiries.

Highlights

Lyra

StakeDAO

Ribbon



CALL OPTION

Call option for 10 ETH (notional) with 2.8 ETH premium, strike $250 and expiry in 6
months:



PUT OPTION

Put option for 10 ETH (notional) with 2.8 ETH premium, strike $110 and expiry in 6
months:
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FUTURES & DIGITAL OPTIONS

We have created futures contracts by combining the logic of calls and puts

We have also created digital options, where the payout is capped to a certain amount

We can combine our existing derivatives to create tailored and exotic products that
satisfy the needs of market participants

Miners, corporates, ICO treasuries and funds have an appetite for such financial
products and will provide us with a source of liquidity




